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MULTI-REASONS TO CHOOSE C.K’s NEW MULTITOOL ACCESSORIES 

 

C.K Tools, the hand tools specialist, is extending its trade favourite multitool accessories range with 

the launch of three new products. 

 

With oscillating tools a staple for electricians who work with a variety of materials, C.K Tools’ new 

multitool accessories include a Carbide Blade (T0877), Scraper (T0878) and Box Cutter (T0880), 

ensuring versatility and precision for any occasion. 

 

The Multitool Carbide Blade (T0877) is designed for heavy duty jobs and cutting through tough 

metals such as steel pipework or conduit, as well as damaged fixings such as screws, nails and bolts. 

The reinforced blade provides great durability and supports the requirement for precise cutting in 

what can often be tight working areas. 

 

For removing unwanted surface material, the Multitool Scraper (T0878) takes less effort and makes 

less damage than a manual job and its stainless-steel blade provides strength and an easy-clean 

surface from waste residue. The Multitool Box Cutter (T0880) provides users with quick, clean and 

precise cutting of one and two-gang sockets in plasterboard, wood and plastic. Its unique cutting 

guide also allows for more efficient secondary cuts. 

 

Not only do the accessories offer great versatility they also have a universal quick-change fitment to 

facilitate use with most brands of multitool. 

 

For over 100 years, C.K has been at the forefront of hand tool manufacturing and develops its 

products in collaboration with trade professionals, ensuring they are engineered for long-life 

performance and safety. 

 

Brinley Buckley-Roberts, Product Marketing Executive at C.K Tools, said: “Our multitool accessories 

range has been a strong performer since we launched it in 2021. We felt it important to deepen our 

offering further and to provide our customers with a more comprehensive range to cover all 



 
eventualities, with the great performance and durability they have become accustomed to with the 

wider C.K Tools offering.”  

 

C.K Tools is available through select major electrical and industrial merchants and wholesalers, as 

well as major online retailers including Amazon. To find you nearest stockist visit www.ck-

tools.com/find-a-stockist.  
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